2021 London Borough Healthy Streets Scorecard results overview
This document was produced by the London Healthy Streets Scorecard Coalition June 2021.
Contact info@healthystreetsscorecard.london or via the form on the website healthystreetsscorecard.london
The Healthy Streets Scorecard coalition wants all London Boroughs to implement five key measures
These measures will dramatically improve air quality, reduce road danger, boost active lifestyles and reduce carbon
emissions – often literally overnight:
Healthy Streets Scorecard indicators

The London Boroughs Healthy Streets Scorecard shows to what
extent London Boroughs are putting in place these five key
measures – what we call 'input' indicators. It also sets out data
to show the health of each borough’s streets – what we call
'outcome' indicators. By combining the scores for the nine
indicators we give each borough a final Healthy Streets score.

The third annual Scorecard results – July 2021
The 2021 Healthy Streets Scorecard shows huge divergence in action among London boroughs on measures to
improve streets during Covid crisis
The year up to March 2021 was a year of huge change on London's streets, despite and because of the Covid crisis
with many - but not all - boroughs urgently seeking to change streets to dramatically improve air quality, reduce
road danger, boost active lifestyles, cut carbon emissions and enable social distancing.
But the latest Healthy Streets Scorecard results show that while some boroughs have implemented healthy streets
measures at pace, others have failed to respond to London's health, air pollution and climate crises.
Hackney and Camden follow closely behind Islington as the top-scoring London boroughs in the 2021 results with
Waltham Forest the top outer London borough.
This year we've published a new London Low Traffic Neighbourhoods by borough map showing all London's LTNs by
borough. We've compared the area covered by LTNs with the area which would be suitable for an LTN. In Hackney,
55% of suitable streets have an LTN. At the other end of the scale, this figure is under 5% in Croydon, Barking &
Dagenham and Bexley. Additionally, cycle tracks have been mapped by London Cycling Campaign volunteer
@SafeCycleLDN and can now be seen on the Safe Cycling in London map.
The Healthy Streets Scorecard 2021 also shows that overall progress for London is too slow if the Mayor is to hit his
targets on Londoners being more active, London being carbon neutral by 2030, and serious and fatal road casualties
in the capital being reduced to zero by 2041.
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More action is needed across London, urgently. The London Boroughs Healthy Streets Scorecard coalition hopes the
Scorecard helps councils and residents compare how well their borough is doing in relation to others and identify
areas for action.

Five scorecard ‘input indicators’
Significant action -vs- little or no action

HIGH
SCORE*
(*excludes City)

55%
100%
100%
12%
41%

Achievable, affordable measures which boroughs can
take, which will dramatically improve air quality and
road safety, boost active lifestyles and reduce carbon
emissions – often literally overnight:
% of suitable streets with Low Traffic
Neighbourhood
% of borough-managed roads
with 20mph speed limit
% of borough-managed roads with controlled
parking
% of road length with protected cycle track
(includes both borough-controlled and TfLcontrolled TLRN/Red Route roads)
% of schools with a ‘School Street’ (restricted traffic
at arrival and departure times)

LOW
SCORE*

London
average*

(*excludes City)

*(includes
City)

4%

19%

5%

52%

8%

48%

0%

4%

0%

15%

Four scorecard ‘outcome indicators’
HIGH
SCORE*

Healthy Streets ‘outcome’ measures

(*excludes City)

87%
49%
12%

a.
b.

a.
b.

a.
b.

Sustainable modeshare:
% of journeys made by ‘sustainable modes’ public transport, walking
& cycling

11
3

% of adults regularly walking
% of adults regularly cycling

Pedestrian (serious/fatal) per 100,000 daily walking stages
b. Cyclist (serious/fatal) per 1,000 daily cycling stages

34
72%

43%

66%

28%
1%

b.

b.

a.

Car ownership:
a.

*(includes
City)

a.

Road casualties:
a.

Cars owned per 100 households
b. % of households with no car

*See charts (published from 6.7.21).
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London
average*

(*excludes City)

a.

Active travel:
a.
b.

LOW
SCORE*

b.

29
21
122
23%

38%
4.5%
18
5
75
45%

Huge divergence in action among London boroughs on measures to improve streets
The results also highlight huge disparities on borough action and outcomes even comparing only inner (or outer)
London boroughs to each other.
•

•

In Inner London, Islington is the leader in actioning healthier streets followed closely by Hackney and Camden in
the overall results for 2021. These boroughs have done well to introduce Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and
traffic-free streets around schools. They still have much more to do, though. Lewisham once again scores lowest
of the Inner London boroughs with Newham and Haringey not far ahead.*
In Outer London, accolades go to Waltham Forest with Merton and Richmond not far behind. Hillingdon,
Havering, Redbridge and Bexley are the bottom of the table again in 2021, with little sign of improvement.

*NOTE: The City of London scores well in many indicators but it is not primarily a residential borough and it was felt that comparisons with the other London
Boroughs may be unhelpful. So, while the City's scores are set out in the data and graphs and reflected in the commentary for all Inner London, the commentary
does not always reflect the results from the City for individual indicators.

Image below (from this graph) shows the final factored scores for 2021 (you will need to click on the graph link to see
2020 and 2019 scores for comparison), differentiating Inner and Outer London boroughs by colour. This helps show
how boroughs are doing in relation to one another
Notes: For comparison the 2020 and 2021 factored scores include the School Provision indicator, but the 2019 factored scores do not. The Road Collision
Casualty indicator uses a different approach from 2021 (prior to 2021, calculations combined pedestrian and cyclist KSIs, from 2021 these have been separated,
and 2019 & 2020 scores retrospectively recalculated).
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It should be stressed that each borough has strengths and weaknesses, that the journey to healthy streets is just
beginning and that ALL boroughs need to do much more.
We hope the Scorecard helps boroughs to compare how well they are doing in relation to other boroughs and to
identify areas for future action. We will need progress at a similar rate across all boroughs every year to ensure
progress is not a brief blip with a return to business-as-usual after the pandemic.

Results overview: ‘input’ indicators
(See graphs below for results for both ‘outcome’ and ‘input’ indicators)
In terms of the key London-wide outcomes campaigners are tracking, the changes from 2020 to 2021 Scorecard data
(reflecting changes during the year boroughs put in place emergency measures in response to the Covid-19
pandemic), show:
•

Low Traffic Neighbourhoods

A huge effort from some councils. Hackney now has 55% coverage in areas suitable for an LTN. Waltham Forest,
Newham, Islington and Southwark are also delivering significant action. Bottom are Croydon, Barking and Dagenham
and Bexley, all under 5%.
•

20mph Speed Limits

Strong action from Merton, Richmond, Westminster and Kensington & Chelsea. 18 boroughs now have 70% or more
borough-managed roads with 20mph speed limits. Bottom are Barnet and Bromley at 5%. Hillingdon, Bexley and
Havering don't score much more.
•

Controlled Parking Zones

Five boroughs (including the City) have 100% of streets with controlled parking. Nine boroughs are now over 80%.
Inner London borough Lewisham is lower than many Outer London boroughs (21%) and too many boroughs are
doing little or nothing. Bromley comes last with 8%.
•

Physically Protected Cycle Track

Some boroughs are showing the way like Waltham Forest (12%) and Enfield (11%) in installing separated cycle track.
Of the 33 London local authorities, business district the City tops the chart on this measure, with 21% of overall road
length with protected tracks. But mainly very poor results all round. Kensington and Chelsea are bottom with less
than 1%.
•

School Streets

A fantastic effort from many councils. Outer London borough Merton tops the table with 41% of schools with trafficfree streets at arrival and departure times. Islington (40%) and Hackney (39%) are not far behind. Bexley and Sutton
are bottom with 0%.
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2021 Scorecard – graphs for each of the indicators
NOTE: some indicators are a composite of two metrics. These are: active travel, casualties, car ownership
and school provision, so you will see two graphs for each of these indicators.
If you wish, you can also view results for all indicators in one chart factored to 1: Graph of indicators factored to 1.
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PEDESTRIAN CASUALTIES
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